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Share #ReadyToHerbalize for your chance to win a FREE accessory kit

www.herbalizer.com  @herbalizeit

Quick Start Guide
IMPORTANT

Visit www.herbalizer.com/howitworks for Herbalizer tutorials and FAQ

SELECTING TEMPERATURE MODE
To SWITCH between FAHRENHEIT and CELSIUS, press and hold both the - and + on the CONTROL BAR for 2 seconds.

STORING WHIP
Wrap the WHIP around the tray COUNTERCLOCKWISE. Start by placing the long nozzle on its MATCHING ICON.

GRINDER CARD
Increase the surface area of herbs by grating them before vaporizing. Scrape herbs downward on GRINDER CARD (just like grating cheese).

FILLING BOWL
For optimal extraction, fill bowl HALF WAY with LOOSELY ground herbs.

REMOVING BOWL
Remove MAGNETIC BOWL by TILTING it forward (do not pull up). Once removed, open bowl with quarter turn twist.

CAUTION
This product gets HOT, follow usage instructions at all times. Avoid touching bottom of bowl and bowl seat.

LIMITED WARRANTY
PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT
The warranty to your 115 volt device is VOID if used outside the US or Canada

Visit www.herbalizer.com/register to register your warranty
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USER INTERFACE

AROMATHERAPY MODE

1. Open ACCESSORY TRAY and remove the AROMAPAD from the front.
2. Apply 2-5 drops of essential oil on the AROMAPAD and return it to the front, oil side out.
3. Press 🕒 to select AROMATHERAPY
4. Set timer using CONTROL BAR - + from one minute to one hour
5. Fan speed is automatically set on HIGH. For a more QUIET experience press the button once.
6. Close the lid and aromatherapy will begin, and when the timer runs out it will automatically shut off.

VAPOERTHERAPY MODE

1. Press 🌬️ to select VAPOTHERAPY.
2. Remove MAGNETIC BOWL by TILTING IT FORWARD (do not pull up). Open bowl with quarter turn twist.
3. Fill bowl HALF WAY with LOOSELY ground herbs
   Or, for CONCENTRATED EXTRACTS - apply extract to spare AROMAPAD and place in MAGNETIC BOWL extract-side UP.
4. SET TEMPERATURE using the CONTROL BAR - +

INTEGRATED SILICONE WHIP - insert short end into bowl. Select fan for optional boost.

SQUEEZE VALVE BALLOON - attach squeeze valve balloon by inserting on top of bowl, then press fan.

FREE STYLE - No whip or balloon, simply press fan to quickly fill environment with vapor.
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